Drawing upon forty life-history interviews with gang members in Medellín, Colombia, this paper argues that many young men join gangs to emulate and reproduce 'successful' local male identities. The accumulation by the gang of 'masculine capital', the material and symbolic signifiers of manhood, and accompanying stylistic and timely displays, means that youths often perceive them to be spaces of male success, driving the social reproduction of the gang. Once in the gang, they become increasingly 'bad' using of violence to defend the gang's interests in exchange for masculine capital. Gang leaders, colloquially known as duros or 'hard men', tend to be the más malo, the 'baddest'. The 'ganging process' should not be understood in terms of aberrant youth behaviour, rather there is practical logic to joining the gang as a site of identity formation for aspirational young men who are coming-of-age when conditions of structural exclusion conspire against them.
Introduction
The homicide rate in Latin America and Caribbean is the highest in the world. Geographically, this violence concentrates in the poor barrios, or neighbourhoods, of the region's cities, whilst demographically it coalesces with remarkable consistently around the male youth population.
Urban violence in the region is rooted in legacies of internecine political conflict; of dictatorships, insurgencies and the civil wars in the late 20 th century. This political violence transitioned into range of social and criminal violence during the 1980s and 1990s, and unthinkably, deaths rates in some countries even began to outstrip wartime periods. This spurred academic conceptualisations of post-dictatorship violence, violent democracies, and even slum wars of the 21 st century.
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Youth gangs found at the urban margins in Latin America's cities are paradigmatic of this violence and have been understood as socially generated, dystopian epiphenomena of structural systems of exclusion embedded in the political economy of the city. 2 Although we should caution against romanticising gangs as emancipatory projects, they have also been perceived as collective social movements. 3 Neither gangs nor violence show signs abating in the region, propelling the 'gang issue' up the political pecking order, where they feature heavily in populist all but impossible. 7 As such, we might better speak of an incongruous gamut of gangs where a confluence of factors contributes to their emergence.
Despite these caveats, studies show that there is significant demographic uniformity to gang membership across the region: they are overwhelmingly made up of poor young men. 8 Despite the male domination of gang numbers, empirically grounded research into 'gang masculinities' in the region is very rare, bar a few notable exceptions, which argue that boys and young men often end up in gangs as they negotiate contexts of exclusion in search of masculine respect. 9 Beyond Latin America, the sociological concepts of 'street habitus' and 'street capital' have been used to explain the gang's connectedness to the urban margins. 10 Pratique, Outline of a Theory of Practice 13 , and is used to understand the reproduction of the gang as a gendered social practice.
The habitus is a set of subjective tendencies, generative schemes or 'systems of durable, transposable dispositions'. 14 It is a dispositional theory of action and practice, where interiorised patterns are constructed from the social world to influence an individual's behaviour. 15 Habitus operates predominantly beneath our consciousness, a form of 'cultural unconscious' that disposes the subject towards externalised behaviours that reproduce the social world. 16 This reproductive generation of practices between subject and society establishes the 'dialectic of the internalization of externality and the externalization of internality'. 'Masculine habitus' then, disposes boys and youths to undergo transitions to a gendered adulthood that reflects their forefathers. 18 To forge a pathway to manhood, boys and youths pursue culturally valued material and symbolic signifiers of manliness though their behaviour, actions and practices. These signifiers can be understood as masculine capital, the accumulation of which is the observable expression of masculine identity, the outcome of masculine habitus.
This process is couched within a performative field of production, a metaphor for the domains which we occupy and negotiate in our social lives. 19 Moreover, the timing of 'exchanges' of gangland capital are not irrelevant; turning to Bourdieu once more, masculinity is performed 'stylistically' and strategically in real-time to enhance its effect, 20 which will be discussed later when analysing the semiotics of gang displays.
Taking into account the inevitability of multiple and varied masculinities, and that the reproduction of practice is imperfect, this framework does not aim to reduce all boys to the functional pursuit of capital with the singular aim of achieving an ideal gang persona. Rather, the gang domain, the street, and the community, should be understood as an elaborate field of identity formation, which boys and youths negotiate to secure their credentials as men when coming of age. However, bearing in mind this complexity, it was clear from the narratives of young gang members interviewed that they perceived and appreciated gangs as 'salient structures in the field of production' of masculine identity when they were growing up. Masculine habitus influences young men to seek out pathways to normatively 'successful' male identities, so they will consider the tools-at-hand to secure that capital. When the legal accumulation of masculine capital is hampered by exclusion and poverty, the street gang becomes an attractive tool to achieve manhood as it is a capital laden site. Hence, there is a 'practical logic' 22 to the ganging process, which perpetuates their structures in the comunas populares, the poor neighbourhoods, of Medellín.
This article also contributes original empirical data with gang members, which is scarce in itself.
It draws upon ethnographic fieldwork conducted intermittently between 2006 -2012 in
Medellín's poor north-eastern corner of the city, whilst working with a community based organisation that focused on social work, community organisation, gender and youth focused violence reduction campaigns, often with the financial support of the international community. I interviewed many residents about gang activity, and as I gained knowledge about the community overtime and made sound friendships within the organisation, that knowledge became my safetynet in terms of avoiding danger, and those friends became my gatekeepers to gang members themselves. This gatekeeping worked precisely because of the tightly woven community networks linked to the high population density of the comunas populares, so colleagues were able to arrange meetings with gang members they actually knew, or when we bumped into them on the streets. In this article I will describe the research setting, Medellín's gangland mosaic, then analyse the role of barrio masculinities in the ganging process, which is sub-divided into five sections;
layering barrio masculinities, male socialisation and the gang, the ganging process and exclusion, becoming a duro, and, gang displays and the semiotics of masculinity, followed finally by the conclusions. Across two decades between the 1980s and 2000s approximately 40,000 young people were victims of homicide and 93% were male, becoming known as the 'lost generation'. 37 The majority of these came from the comunas populares prompting one gang member to reflect 'it was a war between the poor, we were like the Palestinians'. 38 Over this period numerous academic concepts emerged in an attempt to explain the 'necro' and 'narco-geographies' 39 of booming youth violence, which gained widespread cultural traction through a morbid and sensationalist fascination with sicarios, through both fictional and non-fiction accounts of street life and death. non-compliant gangs and militia groups. 42 One gang member, Notes, said 'After 2003 the paramilitaries arrived and the whole world began to work with them because they paid the gangs to run territory for them… they arrived handing out money and guns, opportunities'. 43 Over the years, locals have become jaded by living in the shadow of a continuum of illegal armed groups, and consider young men like Notes as urban mercenaries who side with whichever group comes to power in their area. A gang member on the pay-roll of the paramilitaries concurred: 'All armed groups around here are just mafia. One armed group or another will eventually take over, it makes no difference if they are militias or paramilitaries'. 
Barrio masculinities and the ganging process

Layering Barrio Masculinities
Manliness has been theorised as a relational construct in opposition to femininity, as a 'defensive effort' against unmanliness and a fear of all that emasculates, which as Butler suggests is a constant process of performing and becoming. 48 Connell coined the term 'hegemonic masculinity', the dominant and dominating forms of male identity in society. 49 In the hegemonic masculinity these men have in common'.
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The tension between the diversities and hegemonies of masculinity adds complexity to gang membership. Masculine habitus and men's use of agency is situationally specific, depending on timing, location, occasion, etc., which frames the strategies boys and men use to negotiate the gendered terrains of their everyday lives. Furthermore, whilst 'barrio masculinity' implies local nuance, it does not exist in isolation from, but rather is interconnected with, broader gender norms in Colombia society. Therefore, the gang emerges as a conduit for social relations, a gendered way for disenfranchised young people to inhabit the city and negotiate everyday realities, which is why the junctures between youth, class and masculinity can cast light on gang activity.
Male socialisation and the gang
Researchers have rightly focused on processes of socialisation and the way young people search for meaning and identity to understand gang life. In contexts of exclusion, the polymorphous threats of marginality have led gangs to be understood as cohesive and potent symbols of localism, value laden spaces and discursive frames of cultural reproduction. 58 The view that socialisation processes are central to gang formation is also empirically supported, but whilst some argue that this arises from 'a culmination of interrelated structural and process factors', it is far from a straightforward process. Tightknit bonds between youths enhanced by the camaraderie of 'warfare' provided them with a strong collective character. Gang names such as Los del Hoyo or La Terraza, identified them in opposition to rivals, connecting them to a territory where gang life played out. Although the territory might only be a few blocks, this spatial dominion made the gang a site of subjective empowerment and cohesion, a source of symbols and narratives which insulated its young members against the pernicious effect of exclusion and emasculation, by providing them identity and meaning.
The heteronormative and hegemonic masculine traits of the gang acted as a formidable barrier to subordinate masculinities and non-conforming identities. Homosexuality, femininity and women were largely excluded 'because of the chauvinist [gang] culture, men won't let them in'. 69 It was telling that across the seven-year span of the fieldwork I did not encounter one (openly) gay male, nor a woman in a position of leadership in the gang; they were always duros, but never a dura. Town. 77 Similarly, in Chicago and Los Angeles, Black and Latin gangs have been understood as meaningful collectives for their membership in the face of societal racism, 78 deriding notions that gangs are necessarily at odds with social cohesion, which is corroborated by the 'tightknit bonds'
and 'collective character' of gangs in Medellín discussed previously.
Accordingly, gang membership and associated violent, risky, and criminal activities are mechanisms used by disadvantaged young men as an esteem building process and alternate pathway to male adulthood. The conspicuous wealth of 'gangsta glamour' confers status, recognition and even social mobility upon its participants, which stands out vibrantly against a backdrop of deprivation. 79 This implies a degree of 'social logic' to the ganging process. 80 Young men negotiate formidable contexts in search of desired outcomes, and when doing so the gang often appears a positive opportunity as Pepe, a young man who worked at a communitybased organisation in Medellín, explained:
It's easier to join gangs because there's economic motivation. I think that when a boy has difficulties at home [they] run out of ideas and think 'what am I going to do?' An opportunity [to join a gang] seems like a good one in that situation, the first way out, their first option 81
In Medellín's comunas populares the perpetual lack of quality education, formal work and inert class mobility reflect the dystopian tropes of Vigil's 'multiple marginalization' and Castells 'fourth world'. 82 In these pared back settings, dignity, understood by Jensen as the remaining refuge of the poor, is continually threatened. 83 This is apparent in the daily struggle of poor urban dwellers termed rebusque in the local lexicon: part resourcefulness to make ends meet, part savvy to negotiate everyday insecurity. To be a respected man in these settings is closely associated with hegemonic masculinities: 'being strong, bringing home money, being a protector, having power, being respected, being a womaniser, a chauvinist, macho, brash (sic)'. 
You gotta think how you can get it? If not you're going to be poor your whole life, your whole life a poor man… [trails off in reflection]
The gang served a dual purpose; whilst it was instrumentalised by young men to contest indignity and emasculation, it was also an outlet for youthful ambition, a way of being a 84 Interview with non-gang member Sammy, 03/06/2008. 85 Interview with gang member Mechudo, 03/06/2008. 86 Interview with gang member Sayayo, 30/11/11. successful adult male. This duality is a powerful one, as a former gang member once asked 'look Adam, is it more dignified to rob or to beg?'. 87 For their protagonists, gangs are places where disenfranchised young men can 'subversively recodify' self-perceptions of subordination. 88 Joining the gang should not be understood as deviant, but rather, as part of their struggle or rebusque, and a logical use of agency in what Cruz Sierra calls the 'dispute' for male recognition in settings of exclusion that restrict legal 'masculinisation opportunities'. 89 The logic of gang membership in contexts of urban exclusion is corroborated by their ubiquity in
Medellín's comunas populares, and indeed, in the margins of cities across the region. As opposed to deviant youth behaviour, gangs in Medellín ought to be understood as acts of resistance by young people to a political economy that generates socio-economic marginalisation, and also as a repository of experiences and symbols that give meaning to local masculinities, which provide a narrative of the city's history of violence. If gangs are gendered symptoms of structural restraints, to draw on Wacquant and Holsten, they are a male 'collective identity machine', and a masculine 'insurgent citizenship'. 90 Gangs are not born of anomic community disorganisation; they are socially generated by-products of urban inequity.
Notwithstanding, whilst we should be critical of the conditions that give rise to gangs, we should also be weary of idealising them as an emancipatory project given the impact of violence and crime upon populations living in the poorest neighbourhoods, and their capacity to reproduce and entrench local hegemonic masculine identities, which will now be discussed. is disputed. 106 When applied to gangs in the comunas populares, the imagery of violence and the cultural production of gang infamy are potent. Overtime, gang displays have become signifiers of success for many disenfranchised young boys, which can be seen clearly when they are out partying on weekends, to which I will now turn.
Gang displays and the semiotics of masculinity in La Salle
Lancaster noted in Managua that 'by adolescence boys enter a competitive arena where signs of masculinity are actively struggled for by wresting them away from other boys around them'. 107 Likewise, the comunas populares of Medellín can be understood as a Bourdieuian field where adolescents vie for masculine capital and corresponding status and identity. Of course, there is no standard form of masculinity; not all young men aspire to hegemonic identities, gang life, nor vie for the same masculine capital. 108 If they did, the gang would be even more popular given its relative position of capital strength in poor neighbourhoods. However, masculine capital acquired through the gang is dependent upon performance and timely public displays to have meaning. Capital is at once material, including motorbikes, trainers, money and guns, and symbolic of male success, by generating respect, status, and sexual access to women, amongst other 'benefits'.
Observing capital in the field is a semiotic process befitting of the ethnographer, and in Bourdieuian terms, where habitus becomes visible. La Salle is a typical main street in a poor neighbourhood up in the hills overlooking Medellín. During the day, it bustles with life: minimarkets, bakers, butchers, and motorbike mechanics. At weekends it transforms into a notorious gangland party strip, as Negra, a former girlfriend of a gang member said 'you'll only find junkies and gangsters there. There are no law-abiding people, not one'. 109 From around 10 p.m.
the bars start to blare out competing ballenato, porra, and reggaeton music; salsa is considered a little old-fashioned. Gang members begin to pull up and park their motorbikes in long rows outside bars, sometimes with a mosa or grilla, a lover or weekend girlfriend, on the back.
Occasionally a duro will arrive in a 4x4 camioneta SUV. The men sit looking out onto the street drinking girafas, tall tubes containing litres of beer with a small serving tap at the bottom, aguardiente licour or on occasion the more prestigious Chivas Regal whisky. The gangs'
interactions with girls and women were most publically visible through mosas 'displayed' during raucous partying in places like La Salle. It was unnerving to see girls as young as 12 years old, made up and dressed in short skirts, parading past the tables of men outside the bars. Negra called this their 'biological moment' when they had reached puberty and were old enough 'to go out and party', although most appeared to be in their late teens and early twenties. La Salle is decadent, and the girls would gradually accompany men at the tables and join them in drinking, then dancing and drug taking inside the bars, which could ensue well into the next day, reflecting experiences of el vácil gangland nights out observed by Dickson-Gomez in El Salvador. La Salle was where gang members came to flaunt capital loudly and brightly as the semiotics of masculinity played out situationally, not statically, amidst structural conditions of exclusion.
Promoting or defending the gang's interests represented an exchange of 'services for capital', an informal contract or gangland quid pro quo that members had to grasp at some level: 'if the system is to work, the agents must not be entirely unaware of the truth of their exchanges'.
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Any individual unwilling to comply with these exchanges is likely to be marginalised and eventually expelled, because 'until he has given in return, the receiver… sees his capital diminished from day to day'. 115 This is exemplified by the gang's treatment of loquitas, literally a hysterical little girl or pussy, the hangers-on who seek to acquire the benefits of gang membership but are unwilling to 'give in return'. They are feminised and ridiculed for their lack of 'badness', in juxtaposition to the duro, and are eventually excluded, thus consolidating the gender order of the gang.
Of course, gang displays in La Salle did not captivate nor appeal to all young people in the neighbourhood, and the relationship between capital and identity is complex, 116 but the consistency with which gang members referred to some type of masculine capital displayed by the gang as a pull-factor for joining was striking. given the age at which they join gangs, which across this study was an average of fifteen years old. These were impressionable youngsters stepping out into the world at a time when masculine habitus, the latent desires for manhood, push to the surface. This is a period in a young person's life when drinking and partying with friends, riding a motorbike, having sex, or money in your pocket for the first time were novel, therefore particularly meaningful experiences.
Havana The symbolism of attracting young women was extremely powerful as an affirmation of hegemonic masculine success. As Cruz Sierra aptly notes from Mexico's gang culture 'entre más mujeres tienes eres más chingon', the more women you have, the more badass you are. 120 It was clear from gang members' narratives that sexual access to coveted young women was, in part, another masculine capital they aspired to. Therefore, displaying mosas in settings such as La pathways to manhood. Consequently, as disenfranchised male youths use rebusque, the daily struggle to survive, there is practical logic to joining the gang which stands out, not just as a mechanism for survival, but for demonstrable success, as a capital rich site for male identity formation.
Gang members rarely said they joined 'to be violent' bar the occasional case of revenge, rather, the use of violence was developed after affiliation. Survival and progress within the gang required becoming 'bad', the learning and performance of which was added to the gendered repertoire of each youth's behaviour. Gang members were not permanently committed to 'badness' all of the time, rather it was used strategically when and where required. This range allowed duros to kill and to also be loving fathers on the same day.
The timing and occasion of displays of masculine capital and badness provided them with enhanced meaning. The gang was a space of camaraderie and bonding. Combined with the capital accumulation and conspicuous displays of their riches in places like La Salle, this gave the gang el power to become ontologically significant for local meanings of masculinity, particularly for boys and male youths coming-of-age, a juncture in their lives when they begin to seek out productive pathways to adulthood. As such, the gang was socially cohesive for its membership, insulating young men against their very real fears of emasculation. This was highlighted by the gang's capacity to transform these young men from feeling like 'a tramp, an undesirable, a poor man your whole life' into the 'bourgeoisie'. 127 When gang members 'went to war', they were not just defending their territory and economic interests, they were defending the group's collective identity, their esteem, social status and manliness, which ultimately protected them from the multiple threats of exclusion and associated emasculation.
There were implicit, unwritten rules to gang life; even a twelve-year-old carrito came to understand the Bourdieuian exchanges of 'masculine capital for gang services', where being cunning, 'bad' and not behaving like a loquita, secured continued privileges of membership that lit up places like La Salle. The promotion of 'badness' shaped the gender order of the gang, from the most admired, violent and capital laden duros, the más malos, at one end of the spectrum, to the feminised, capital-less loquitas at the other. Becoming the más malo, underpinned the gender dimensions and violence of the ganging process in Medellín, driving the social and cultural reproduction of the gang itself. These are powerful forces indeed. Lamentably, when discussing these issues with community leaders over the years, it does not appear that el power of the gang nor duro symbolism is on the wane.
